YOUR PRINTOUT SHOULD MEASURE 10" FROM HEEL TO TOE

GET THE RIGHT SIZE
JUST PRINT THIS PAGE AND FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS.

IMPORTANT!
For an accurate fit, make sure to print with these steps:

Windows
Click on your printer icon. Make sure Page Scaling is set to None and the Auto-Rotate and Center boxes are checked.

Mac
Go to Page Set Up, make sure Scale is set to 100\% and Scale to Fit is not checked. Page Orientation should be set to Portrait.

Accuracy check
Before using, measure the footprint with a ruler at the check line (shown far right); it should be 10 inches from end to end.

CHECK SIZE
Measure bare feet or keep socks/tights on if that is how shoes will be worn.
Place on a hard surface. While standing, place heel where directed.
Always measure both feet to the longest toe and order the Lands' End size that fits the larger foot best.

NEED A WIDE?
Use the yellow measuring strip at left to check their width. Just follow these easy steps:
Cut along the dotted line to remove the yellow tape measure. With your child standing, facing you, wrap the tape measure around the widest part of their foot (typically the ball area, below the toes).
Line up the arrow with your child's shoe size. If you can't get them to meet (by more than a size) consider a wide fit. If they line up or overlap order a regular size.

Line up the arrow with your child's shoe size.

If the two don't meet, order a wide.

PLACE HEEL HERE
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